Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)

Medical Marijuana Regulation and Safety Act

Topic #1: Cultivation

The State will be the sole licensing authority for the commercial cultivation of medical marijuana unless a city adopts a land use regulation or ordinance regulating or prohibiting the cultivation of marijuana — either expressly or otherwise under the principles of permissive zoning. The land use regulation or ordinance must take effect before March 1, 2016.

Question: If a city wants to enact a total ban on cultivation, can the ban include cultivation for personal use?

Answer: Yes. Under Live Oak, a city can ban all marijuana cultivation — even cultivation of small amounts by qualified patients. The Live Oak ban had no exceptions for personal use by a qualified patient. The new legislation does not change the law in this regard.

Question: Must a city’s ordinance prohibiting cultivation make an exception for personal medical marijuana cultivation of up to 6 mature or 12 immature plants?

Answer: No. In the Live Oak case, the California Court of Appeal upheld the city’s total ban on all marijuana cultivation. That authority is preserved under the new legislation.

Question: Is a person who cultivates marijuana for his or her personal medical use required to get a cultivation license from the State?
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Answer: No, if the area used for cultivation does not exceed 100 square feet, or 500 square feet for a primary caregiver with no more than five patients. If the areas exceed these limits, then a State license is required. The exemption from the State licensing requirements does not prevent a city from regulating or banning cultivation by persons exempt from State licensing requirements.

Question: Can a city prevent the State from becoming the sole licensing authority for cultivation by adopting an ordinance (that takes effect before March 1, 2016) that permits the cultivation of six plants per residence?

Answer: Yes. The State becomes the sole licensing authority for cultivation as of March 1, 2016 if a city does not have a land use regulation or ordinance “regulating or prohibiting the cultivation of marijuana” that has taken effect before March 1. An ordinance permitting cultivation under certain specific conditions (not more than six plants per residence) is an ordinance “regulating” marijuana cultivation and therefore qualifies. However, in order to be completely clear, the City Attorney may wish to determine whether it is advisable to prohibit all other types of cultivation as part of the ordinance.

Question: Must the cultivation prohibition be adopted as part of a city’s zoning code? Could it be adopted instead under the city’s business licenses and regulations?

Answer: It is not possible to answer “yes” or “no.” AB 243 requires a “land use regulation or ordinance.” Whether the phrase “land use” requires a zoning ordinance is a question for the city attorney to answer based on the particular language of the city’s municipal code.

Question: Can a city ban large growers but still allow qualified patients to cultivate a small amount of medical marijuana in their private residences?

Answer: Yes. There’s nothing in the legislation that requires a total ban. The most important consideration is to clearly identify cultivation that is prohibited and cultivation that is allowed and to do so with an ordinance that takes effect before March 1, 2016.

Question: Is a temporary land use moratorium (under Government Code section 65858) on medical marijuana cultivation that is effective before March 1, 2016 sufficient to prevent the State from having sole licensing authority under the new law for medical marijuana cultivation applicants in that city?
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Answer: Probably not. Some attorneys think that a temporary land use moratorium is not sufficient because the new law requires a land use regulation or ordinance that prohibits or regulates cultivation. Because a moratorium adopted under Government Code 65858 would only temporarily prohibit cultivation, it may not qualify as a land use ordinance that “prohibits” cultivation. Be sure to consult your city attorney on this question.

Question: Can a local medical marijuana cultivation ordinance be enacted on an urgency basis in order to comply with the March 1, 2016 deadline in the new legislation?

Answer: Probably so. The special findings required for an urgency ordinance adopted under Government Code 36937 could be based upon the March 1 statutory deadline. Some attorneys think that this type of urgency ordinance cannot be used to adopt a land use ordinance. Be sure to consult your city attorney on this question.

Topic #2: Delivery

Deliveries of medical marijuana can only be made by a State-licensed dispensary in a city that does not explicitly prohibit deliveries by local ordinance. If a city wants to prevent deliveries within its jurisdiction, it must adopt an ordinance expressly prohibiting them.

Question: Is there a deadline for adopting an ordinance explicitly prohibiting deliveries?

Answer: There is no deadline in the new law. However, best practice would be to adopt the ordinance prior to the date the State begins issuing licenses allowing deliveries so as to reduce the risk of confusion and to avoid the process of requesting the State to terminate the operations of a dispensary making deliveries within the city.

The legislation does not specify a deadline for the State to begin issuing any category of license. The State is generally expected to begin issuing licenses on January 1, 2018, but it could begin sooner.

Question: What are the quantities that delivery services will be authorized to transport?

Answer: The amount that local delivery services will be authorized to carry will be determined by the Bureau of Medical Marijuana Regulation within the Department of Consumer Affairs. The determination will be based on security considerations, cash value, and other factors. The amount will be a statewide threshold, authorized for delivery primarily to patients, primary caregivers, and testing labs. Larger amounts will not be considered “delivery” but rather “transport” triggering heightened security requirements while the product is being moved.
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**Topic #3: Dispensaries and Retail Operations**

**Question:** Will cities still be able to ban dispensaries?

**Answer:** Yes. Cities currently have the ability to enact bans on dispensaries and other marijuana retail operations. The new law will not change that, and in fact requires a local permit and a State license before a marijuana business can begin operations within a specific jurisdiction. Cities will retain the discretion to deny permits or licenses to marijuana dispensaries.

**Question:** Can a city allow dispensaries and prohibit delivery services?

**Answer:** Yes. But cities should be aware that if they wish to prohibit delivery services, an ordinance prohibiting delivery services is required.

**Topic #4: Other Questions**

**Question:** Does the new legislation make any distinction between “not-for-profit” and “for profit” medical marijuana businesses?

**Answer:** No. There is no distinction in the new legislation between medical marijuana businesses that operate “for profit” and those that operate on a “not-for-profit” basis. The new law does not mandate that dispensaries or other businesses operate under either business model.

**Question:** Are marijuana edibles covered under the new legislation? Is there a separate designation for them under the new law, with additional State regulatory requirements?

**Answer:** The new legislation directs the State Department of Public Health (DPH) to develop standards for the production and labeling of all edible medical cannabis products (Business & Professions Code section 19332(c)). A license is required from DPH to “manufacture” edibles. The DPH standards are “minimum standards.” A city may adopt additional stricter standards, requirements and regulations regarding “edibles” (Business & Professions Code section 19316(a)). Cities also retain their ability to license and regulate edible sales or distribution.

**Question:** The new law says: "upon approval of the state, cities may enforce state law". If an existing medical marijuana dispensary does not have both licenses (State and city), then must a city wait for the State to approve shutting the dispensary down before a city can cite the dispensary or otherwise seek to shut it down under the city’s ordinances and regulations?

**Answer:** No. A city may enforce its own ordinances and regulations against the dispensary since a medical marijuana dispensary cannot operate lawfully unless it complies with all local ordinances and regulations.

**Question:** Does a P.O. Box qualify as a medical marijuana business location? Is that considered a "use" in a city?
**Answer:** The answer to this question depends upon a city’s municipal code. The State law prohibits a person from engaging in commercial cannabis activity without possessing both a State license and a local permit, license or other authorization. A State licensee may not commence activity under the authority of a State license until the applicant has complied with all requirements of the applicable local ordinance (Business & Professions Code section19320). A city’s municipal code will determine whether a “use” includes a post office box.

**Question:** Does the new law address extraction of THC, butane or other substances from marijuana?

**Answer:** The new law does not specifically address the issue of extraction at all — other than to acknowledge very generally that extraction falls within the definition of manufacturing, and that medical marijuana or a product derived from it may contain extracts.

**Question:** Since patients and primary caregivers are exempt from the licensing requirement under specified circumstances, how will that work if they are also owners of a dispensary or cultivation site?

**Answer:** A primary caregiver or qualified patient who seeks to operate a dispensary or cultivation site is subject to the same State licensing requirements and local permitting requirements as any other person.

**Question:** What types of medical marijuana businesses require a State license?

**Answer:** The new law creates six State licensing categories: Dispensary, Distributor, Transport, Cultivation, Manufacturing, and Special Dispensary Status for licensees who have a maximum of three dispensaries. Any person or entity wishing to operate under a State license must also comply with all local requirements.

**Question:** Several initiative measures to legalize recreational marijuana have been filed with the Attorney General in advance of the November 2016 ballot. Should a city be considering prohibiting or regulating recreational marijuana at this time?

**Answer:** No. The new law does not address recreational use of marijuana. It adds a licensing structure for businesses that wish to serve those qualified patients and primary caregivers who use medical marijuana for their personal use. The League of California Cities is following the various recreational marijuana initiative measures that have been filed with the Attorney General. There is no need for a city to take any action at this time. If a city is interested in following these measures, more information can be found at: https://www.oag.ca.gov/initiatives/active-measures.

**Question:** Does the new law protect the privacy of patients and primary caregivers?

**Answer:** Yes. Patient and primary caregiver information is confidential and not subject to disclosure under the California Public Records Act, except as necessary for employees of
the State or any city to perform official duties.

**Question:** Is there a provision in the new law giving business operators priority for State licensing if they can show that they are in compliance with local ordinances? If so, what is the purpose of this provision?

**Answer:** Yes. The State licensing authority is required to prioritize any facility or entity that can demonstrate to the authority’s satisfaction that it was in operation and in good standing with the local jurisdiction by January 1, 2016. This provision is intended as an incentive for business operators to be in compliance with local ordinances, to ease any difficulties local governments may have in launching their local regulatory structures, and to help expedite the initial phase of issuing state licenses.

**Question:** Does the new law address food trucks that sell marijuana edibles?

**Answer:** No. The operation of food trucks are within the control and regulation of cities and county health departments.

**PLEASE NOTE:** This document will be updated periodically, as needed, and will remain available at www.cacities.org. As noted above, each city should consult with its city attorney on all of these issues. The answers to these FAQs do not constitute legal advice from the League of California Cities®.